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Today’s briefing  

o Refined alignments  
o May 9 Steering Committee Decision  

• Mode -  Light Rail or BRT  
• PCC connection – tunnel, bus hub, 

shuttle or other options  
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Key community connections 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a refresher, the SW Corridor Plan is focused on a high capacity transit – or “HCT” - line and related transportation investments that connect the places shown on this map.This is a “fat line” map that represents the general location of the HCT alignment. There are actually multiple alignments still being studied in many segments.The HCT line will directly serve these places, or link to them via local TriMet bus service and improved pedestrian and bike connections.



2013 – many alignments  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To serve this corridor, we started with many alignment options six years ago.  We’ve done a lot of work to narrow those options to the most viable.



2016 – refined alignments 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, our map of options looks like this.After narrowing alignment options, the steering committee deliberated on the best mode for the corridor.



Light rail or BRT? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many factors to consider:  Initial cost  Long term cost  Ridership and travel time  Future capacity to expand  Impacts on the rest of the systemI’ll briefly touch on these factors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Travel time drives ridershipLight rail is faster – especially during crucial rush hour period31 vs 38 minutes during rush hour30 vs 34 mins at other times
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That drives higher ridership28,500 daily riders vs 39,700



Potential HCT Performance  
Future projections (2035): 
LRT 40,000 to 43,000 daily rides 
BRT 28,000 daily rides 
approximately 1/3 new transit riders 
 
Current ridership (2013): 
Blue Line: 64,600 (Hillsboro – Gresham) 
Red Line: 23,400 (PDX – Beaverton) 
Green Line: 21,000 (Clack TC – PSU) 
Yellow Line: 15,000 (Expo – PSU) 9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the year 2035, LRT on SWCX would carry more riders than any line today other than the Blue Line. Plus many of the projected riders would be new to the transit system.More people would be likely to board corridor LRT on weekdays in 2035 than now live in the entire city of Lake Oswego. MAX currently carries about one-third of people travelling on the Sunset and Banfield corridors during rush hour. This line would likely operate in a similar way, helping boost the capacity of the I-5/Barbur corridor.  LRT would board as many people in 2035 as 25% of current daily vehicles on I-5. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greater long term carrying capacityCan accommodate growth past 2035BRT at 101% capacity, light rail at 42%
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Integration with regional MAX system 
Light rail BRT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less impact on Transit Mall
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main advantage for BRT is capital cost
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long term operating cost is lower for light rail.$1.59 / rider vs $2.32 



Public input 
Responses from Jan-Feb online 

survey (2400 responses) 
 
 
 
Tigard Community Survey (Fall 

2015) 
  If HCT is developed… 
52% of respondents would prefer LRT  
15% would prefer BRT  
23% would prefer both options 15 



  
  
        
       

 Greater long term carrying capacity 
 Can accommodate growth past 2035 

 Better transit performance 
 Travel time, reliability and ridership 
 Lower operating cost per rider 

 Integration into existing MAX system 
 Less impact on Transit Mall capacity 

 Higher level of public support 

Reasons for Light Rail 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the Steering Committee is moving to select light rail because it is the best fit for the corridor.Now, turning to the issue of connecting to PCC.



PCC Connection  
o Tunnel  
o TriMet shuttle  
o Bus Hub  
o SW 53rd Ave  
 Improved walk  
 Aerial Tram/Gondola  

 Shared transitway concepts  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numerous challenges to connecting to PCC  Location on hill/neighborhood environment  Limitations of surrounding road network  Trip originations  Student schedules during week/yearSo, we explored many options



Tunnel options (3) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Tunnels add significantly to cost $600-$700M with relatively modest increases in ridership.  So we began looking at other approaches.



Light rail on Barbur + walk/bike connection TriMet shuttle 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If light rail runs on or adjacent to Barbur Blvd between Capitol Highway and Tigard, a station will be located near SW 53rd Avenue. SW 53rd Ave is an unimproved local roadway north of campus that provides the shortest access to Barbur and is used informally as a route for pedestrians and bicyclists to travel to PCC Sylvania. Investment would be necessary to create a walkable and bikeable connection usable to the general public.The distance from Barbur/53rd to campus is approximately ½ mile with somewhat steep grades and limited paving and sidewalks. Improvements would include new bike lanes and sidewalks, lighting, safety and storm water management features; auto access would be maintained.Initial concepts for this walk/bike connection have been developed and would be refined into preliminary designs during the environmental review phase. This option could be accompanied by an aerial tram to connect a HCT stop on Barbur to campus. 



Bus hub 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This option would connect PCC Sylvania with communities to the north, south, east and west by extending a combination of existing local buses to create a bus hub on the campus and share a portion of light rail transitway west of I-5.Buses would connect with each incoming light rail vehicle at Barbur Transit Center.A busway could connect SW 49th Ave (Kerr Parkway) to Lesser Road to provide a designated path through campus and a central location for buses.  (See next slide for map).A bus-only bridge would connect the PCC busway to the light rail transitway west of I-5.If the light rail alignment in Tigard constructs a new OR-217 crossing at Beveland Street , buses connecting to PCC could use it for additional time savings.Bus lines that could serve a PCC Sylvania bus hub include the 44, 78, 93 and new line 97; another combination of lines could be used. Changes to the route or level of service to any existing lines would require extensive community outreach and input. This option would also include new walk/bike improvements on SW 53rd Ave to connect light rail with campus.



Light rail on Barbur + walk/bike connection Aerial tram 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If light rail runs on or adjacent to Barbur Blvd between Capitol Highway and Tigard, a station will be located near SW 53rd Avenue. SW 53rd Ave is an unimproved local roadway north of campus that provides the shortest access to Barbur and is used informally as a route for pedestrians and bicyclists to travel to PCC Sylvania. Investment would be necessary to create a walkable and bikeable connection usable to the general public.The distance from Barbur/53rd to campus is approximately ½ mile with somewhat steep grades and limited paving and sidewalks. Improvements would include new bike lanes and sidewalks, lighting, safety and storm water management features; auto access would be maintained.Initial concepts for this walk/bike connection have been developed and would be refined into preliminary designs during the environmental review phase. This option could be accompanied by an aerial tram to connect a HCT stop on Barbur to campus. 



Shared transitway 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This route would include additional treatments for the buses and stops (“branding”) to distinguish the line from other frequent service routes.This new bus line would run on the light rail transitway from downtown Portland to the Barbur Transit Center, then continue in mixed traffic on Capitol Hwy to PCC Sylvania. The route could have five stops in the shared transitway section and three stops in the mixed traffic portion south of Barbur Transit Center. When on the shared transitway, the branded line would utilize transit signal improvements to enhance travel times and reliability. To share the transitway, longer and wider station platforms are required to accommodate buses, which increases property impacts and capital costs.The branded line could terminate at PCC Sylvania or extend to the Tigard Transit Center. Projected to improve travel times by approximately 2-3 minutes over the existing 44 line and increase bus ridership by 4,000 new system boardings per week. This option would also include new walk/bike improvements on SW 53rd Ave to connect light rail with campus.So, the next steps in the evolution of this project are…



 
DEIS 

continues 

2016 

Preferred Package 
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environmental 
review (DEIS) 
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Advanced engineering 
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Future Schedule 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nov 2016 		EIS kickoffDec 2017 		Release DEIS for commentApr/July 2018 	Confirm LPANov 2018 		Regional funding voteSept 2019 	   	Receive FTA project ratingDec 2020 		Receive federal matching $2021-2025 	   	Construction2025 		   	Opening!



Questions 
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